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Abstract—The location of previously unseen and unregistered
individuals in complex camera networks from semantic descriptions is a time consuming and often inaccurate process carried
out by human operators, or security staff on the ground. To
promote the development and evaluation of automated semantic
description based localisation systems, we present a new, publicly
available, unconstrained 110 sequence database, collected from
6 stationary cameras. Each sequence contains detailed semantic
information for a single search subject who appears in the clip
(gender, age, height, build, hair and skin colour, clothing type,
texture and colour), and between 21 and 290 frames for each
clip are annotated with the target subject location (over 11, 000
frames are annotated in total).
A novel approach for localising a person given a semantic
query is also proposed and demonstrated on this database. The
proposed approach incorporates clothing colour and type (for
clothing worn below the waist), as well as height and build to
detect people. A method to assess the quality of candidate regions,
as well as a symmetry driven approach to aid in modelling
clothing on the lower half of the body, is proposed within this
approach. An evaluation on the proposed dataset shows that a
relative improvement in localisation accuracy of up to 21% is
achieved over the baseline technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A problem in surveillance and law enforcement is the location of specific targets in complex environments from personal
descriptions, such as eye witness reports. To date, this task is
primarily undertaken manually by security personnel combing
through hours of video footage, however recent developments
in soft biometrics and content based image retrieval are leading
to the development of automated approaches to locate a person
from a semantic description [1], [2].
Soft-biometric traits are traits that are not individually
identifiable or permanent [3], [4]. While this limitation is
considerable for long term identification and verification tasks
there are multiple benefits to short term search and Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) tasks, including the ability to
obtain them from a verbal description. However, semantic
traits are limited by their subjective nature, necessitating a
need for weighting or fusion schemes that consider their reliability as well as other external factors (i.e. imaging conditions)
when performing a search based on such a description.
Although databases exist for CBIR tasks (for instance the
Corel Dataset [5] or IAPR TC-12 dataset [6]), these are at
present very general and not suited to the task of locating
a person in video from a semantic query. Similarly, several
databases exist for person re-detection [7], [8], however due to
the contrasting methods used in developing the required search

models, significant further annotation is required to adapt these
databases to the present task of locating people in video from a
semantic description. These extra annotations arise as semantic
search queries are built from global instances of required traits
(i.e. blue shirt, red pants and 186cm tall). Alternatively, person
re-detection relies on the extraction of image features from
a supplied input to generate the required appearance model
before searching subsequent images or video to re-detect this
previously enrolled subject.
In this paper we introduce a new, publicly available database
to develop and evaluate algorithms that locate a person in
a video given a semantic query. The database consists of
110 separate video clips, each of which contains a query
for a single person consisting of their height, approximate
age, build, clothing colour, type and texture, and gender, as
well as the location of the target person throughout the video
clip. In addition, we present a new method for locating a
person in video based on a semantic query. In this approach
we seek to overcome some of the limitations of previous
approaches [2] by considering clothing type as well as colour,
and by considering the uncertainty associated with each trait.
In an evaluation on the proposed database, we show that the
proposed approach is able to achieve superior performance to
the existing state-of-the-art [2].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section
II presents an overview of prior and related work; Section III
outlines the new publicly available database presented in this
paper, as well as the evaluation protocol; Section IV presents
our proposed system; Section V presents an evaluation of
the proposed system on the new database; and Section VI
concludes the paper and outlines possible future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of locating a person from a semantic description can be viewed as a specific form of CBIR. However
existing CBIR approaches are ill suited to the task due to the
differences in data being used. For instance, CBIR approaches
are typically concerned with very broad concepts (i.e. find all
pictures of cows by a lake), and make use of other meta-data
such as captions to learn the relationship between the image
and the underlying content [5], [9]. By contrast, when locating
a person a more specific and inter-related set of concepts is
used, such as ‘a tall male with a plain red shirt and black
trousers’. This description can be viewed as a set of soft
biometrics (a trait that describes, but does not uniquely identify

an individual), each of which can only have a finite number
of values (i.e. gender can only be male or female; other traits
such as colour or age can be quantised into a set of categories).
The use of soft biometrics to describe and locate subjects in
video footage has gained popularity in recent years, however
re-detection based methods dominate research output and as
such existing datasets are primarily aimed at achieving the
goals of these systems. Techniques such as [3], [7], [8], [10],
[11], [12], [13] use varying soft-biometric traits to create an
appearance based model through some form of enrolment
(typically from one or more images captured at a different time
and/or from a different camera), and subsequently re-detect
their target subject in the same or different cameras. While
common databases such as [7], [8] contain large number of
images, the structure and annotation within the database makes
them ill suited to a semantic retrieval task.
Despite the focus on person re-detection, several systems
have been proposed that locate a person from a semantic
query. Motivated by a desire to reduce possible confrontations
between rival sporting fans, D’Angelo and Dugelay [14]
developed a system to detect situations where supporters of
one team are located near supporters of a second, based on
known colour quantities (i.e. jersey colours) within a crowded
scene. While not specific to a single individual, the system did
have some success in accurately gauging when two possibly
hostile groups were converging on each other.
Other approaches have sought to locate an individual based
on a query. Denman et al. [2] uses the three traits: torso colour,
leg colour and height; to build a user defined avatar which is
used to search for the person of interest using a particle filter.
Similarly, Park et. al [1] established a “Visual Search Engine”
which directly interacts with the operator of a multi camera
network to narrow a search frame into a more manageable
size. As with [2], this method utilises a combination of colour
and height while also adding body build traits based on the
aspect ratio of the bounding box around the subject.
As outlined above the primary benefit of these systems over
re-detection is the absence of the need for individual(s) of
interest to be located and ‘enrolled’ prior to the search. In
each of the three mentioned systems [1], [2], [14], the primary
trait used for location is clothing colour. In [14] and [2],
colour is further categorized into a set of ‘Culture Colours’
[15]1 for colour definition. Vaquero et. al [16] also developed
a person location program based on the dominant colour of
the torso and leg which they segment into categorical values,
however they primarily concentrate on the soft-biometric traits
associated with the face including glasses, beards or hats.
Other researchers have sought to model and detect different
attributes [17] (i.e. male, female, wears glasses, t-shirt, etc.).
While [17] is able to detect these attributes with reasonable
accuracy, it requires decomposition of the target person into
component parts which is typically difficult in surveillance
imagery.
1 The 11 ‘Culture Colours’ are Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Grey, Orange,
Pink, Purple, Red, White and Yellow

The limitations of using only a small number of traits
is most evident in [2], where the undersized soft-biometric
signature leads to the incorrect localisation of several subjects. Factors like cross subject classification, incorrect trait
attachment (torso as legs, and background as torso) and
cases where the background is confused for an individual
(i.e. when background segmentation fails) all lead to poor
performance and could be alleviated if additional traits were
available. Furthermore, the ability to consider and compensate
for ambiguous queries (i.e. searching for a grey shirt when the
predominate background colour in the scene is grey) could
further improve performance.
III. S EMANTIC P ERSON S EARCH DATABASE
This section presents a new, publicly available database2
for the task of locating people in a video sequence from
a semantic query. In Section III-A we outline the database
and its structure, and Section III-B the evaluation protocol
is presented. The database greatly extends that used in [2],
by including additional subjects with greater complexity, and
by incorporating more varied subject appearance such as
clothing texture, age and build. Furthermore, annotation is
more comprehensive, by including more detailed traits, more
detailed pose information, and annotation for every frame,
rather than every 5th.
A. Data
Introduced here is a new 110 sequence database for locating
people from a semantic search query. Each sequence contains
a single target subject, and a query that describes the subject. A
total of 6 cameras are used, with only one camera used in each
sequence. All cameras are recorded at a resolution of 704 ×
576, and have been manually calibrated using the technique
described in [18]. Examples of each of these 6 camera’s can
be seen in Figure 1.
A key consideration when collecting the database was to
ensure that there was minimum ambiguity in subject description and location. Removal of this ambiguity results in the
knowledge that each sequence contains only a single complete
match for the target query, allowing for an accurate analysis of
developed algorithms. To build a unique soft biometric query,
multiple traits have been annotated in the included xml files.
The following traits are annotated:
•
•

•
•

Torso and leg primary and secondary colours, categorised
into the 11 culture colours [15]
Clothing type for the torso (short sleeve, long sleeve, no
sleeve), and leg (pants, short shorts, long shorts, skirt,
dress)
Clothing texture, categorised into plain, horizontal stripe,
vertical stripe, diagonal stripe, checks, spots, pictures
Age, categorised into less than 20, 15 − 35, 25 − 45,
35 − 55, greater than 50

2 visit https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/saivt/SAIVT+Semantic+Person+Search
+Database

(a) Camera 1

(b) Camera 2

(c) Camera 3

(d) Camera 4

(e) Camera 5

(f) Camera 6

Fig. 1. A sample image from each camera, each showing an image from a different sequence. The target queries for the six images are: (a) Sequence
C1-BlackBlueStripe-BlueJeans: 15-35 year old short caucasian male of average build with brown hair, wearing a blue striped short sleeve shirt, plain blue
shorts and brown shoes, and carrying luggage; (b) Sequence C2-RedShirt-BlackShorts: 25-45 year old very short asian female of large build with dark hair,
wearing a red short sleeve shirt, plain black shorts and white shoes, and carrying luggage; (c) Sequence C3-DiagonalTop-HorizontalPants: 15-35 year old
short asian male of average build and height with dark hair, wearing a green and white striped short sleeve shirt, blue and white striped trousers and white
shoes, and carrying luggage; (d) Sequence C4-FluroYellowTop-BluePants: a 15-35 year old dark skinned and dark haired male of average height and large
build, wearing a yellow and grey striped sleeveless shirt, plain blue trousers and white shoes; (e) Sequence C5-LightGreenShirt-WhiteShorts: a 15-35 year old
short caucasian female of very slim build with brown hair, wearing green sleeveless top, white shorts and white shoes, and carrying luggage; (f) Sequence
C6-YellowWhiteSpotDress: a 15-35 year old short caucasian female of slim build with brown hair, wearing a yellow and white spotted dress, and carrying
luggage. Images also show the annotated feet, waist, shoulder, neck and head positions, and the target bounding box (yellow).

Height, categorised into very short (1.3 − 1.6m), short
(1.5 − 1.7m), average (1.6 − 1.8m), tall (1.7 − 1.9m),
very tall (1.8 − 2.1m)
• Build, categorised into very slim (aspect ratio in the range
0.10 − 0.20), slim (aspect ratio in the range 0.15 − 0.25),
average (0.20 − 0.30), large (0.25 − 0.35), very large
(0.30 − 0.40)
• Skin colour, categorised Caucasian, Asian, Hispanic,
Dark
• Hair colour, categorised into Blonde, Brown, Dark, Red,
Grey, Other
• The presence of luggage
• Gender
Efforts are made to collect a wide variety of subjects with
different appearances, and the distributions of the colour and
height traits are shown in Figure 2. To ensure further variety
in subject appearance, data is captured from six different
time periods with varying lighting conditions and levels of
crowding.
The first 30 frames of each sequence is reserved for initialising the system and components such as a background
model (if used). Following these initial frames, each frame
that includes the subject is manually annotated to include
both feet, both shoulders, the top of the head, as well as
the points of furthest distance from the centre of the body
at the waist and neck regions (as seen in Figure 1). While
the evaluation protocol outlined in Section III-B requires only
the construction of a bounding box based on the maximum
feet and head position as well as the largest x and y direction
distances, the additional annotations potentially enable more
advanced evaluation protocols in the future.
In cases where a trait or a body marker cannot be determined (i.e. if the trait can not be clearly seen or accurately
approximated) the trait is labelled unknown (denoted −1 in the
annotation), and annotation continues. Including these missing
traits and body markers in this manner allows for any system
to handle the lacking annotation without subjective annotation
reducing the output accuracy. Overall there is an average of
102 annotated frames per subject with a maximum of 290
•

and a minimum of 21 annotated frames. This large number
of annotated frames allows for accurate checking over a wide
range of scenes, pose and positions within camera view planes.

(a) Clothing Colour Distribution

(b) Clothing Pattern Distribution
Fig. 2. Distribution of torso and legs colours (a) and clothing patterns (b)
across the 110 annotated subjects.

In addition to the 110 annotated subjects, 4 approximately
5 minute clips from each camera have been captured to train
background models; and a collection of image patches for the
11 culture colours and skin has been collected to train colour
models. This data is also be provided with the main database.
B. Evaluation Protocol
Performance is evaluated by computing the localisation
accuracy for all frames with annotated ground truth. A ground
truth bounding box is constructed from the annotated points.
Left and right bounds are taken from the feet, shoulder, waist
or neck annotations, while the head and feet provide the top
and bottom bounds. If any of these bounds were not located

then that frame is deemed to be un-annotated, and is not used
in the evaluation.
The bounding box computed by the proposed algorithm is
compared to the ground truth using,
Lx,i =

Dx,i ∩ GTx,i
,
Lx,i ∪ GTx,i

(1)

where Dx,i is the output of the algorithm for subject x, frame
i, and GTx,i is the corresponding ground truth bounding box;
to measure the localisation accuracy.
The accuracy over an entire sequence is given by the average
accuracy for each frame in the sequence,
Lx =

i=N
1 X
Lx,i ,
N i=1

(2)

where N is the total number of frames for subject x; and the
overall performance is given by the average of each sequence
accuracy,
x=M
1 X
Lx ,
(3)
L=
M x=1
where M is the total number of subjects (110). Sequences
are not weighted by their length when computing the average
to ensure that all queries are given equal weight, and long
sequences do not dominate the overall performance metric.
To replicate a human operators ability to recognise an
individual based on the detected regions, results are presented
based on 4 accuracy thresholds. Absolute misses are represented by Lx < 1%, majority misses where the subject could
be recognised dependent on a precise region are Lx < 5%,
and Lx < 10%, and finally substantial matches are given by
Lx > 50%.
IV. P ROPOSED S YSTEM
To localise a subject in video, we propose an approach that
builds a target query for each video sequence based on the
following semantic descriptors: primary torso colour, primary
leg colour, subject height and build, and the leg clothing type.
This is a significant difference from re-detection systems as
no prior registration of the desired target subject is required.
To model the subjective nature witnessed primarily within
the colour based traits, a weighting system based on the
confidence of the observation is proposed. To allow for an
efficient search in video, a particle filter is used as in [2].

(see Section III-A) to one of three available choices: unknown,
full (pants) and not full (a combination of long shorts, short
shorts, skirt and dress).
Each particle describes a candidate location (x and y position, height and aspect ratio), and particle heights and aspect
ratios are distributed within the ranges outlined in Section
III-A according to the target query (i.e. when searching for a
‘tall’ person, the height will be uniformly distributed between
1.7m and 1.9m).
B. Searching for a Target
The proposed approach has 4 stages: particle filtering, trait
similarity calculation, trait weight filtering and finally particle
weighting. The particle filter is initialised with a randomly
generated 500 particle set, and 3 iterations are performed per
frame to avoid convergence on incorrect subjects.
The similarity of the primary torso colour and primary leg
colour are computed using a method similar to that outlined
in [2]. A similarity score (St for the torso, and Sl for the legs)
is produced based on the normalised probability of the target
colour appearing in the desired area, such that for the torso,
P
x,y∈t Px,y,c × M ox,y
P
,
(4)
St =
x,y∈t ×M ox,y
where the summation of the likelihood, Px,y,c of the target
colour, c appearing at each pixel location, x, y, is completed
over the limits of the torso region, t. M ox,y indicates the
presence of motion at x, y, and is set to M ox,y = 1 if motion
is present, and M ox,y = 0.5 otherwise, resulting in regions
that contain motion (and are thus more likely to contain the
target) receiving a higher weight, and regions that are likely
to correspond to the background (and are thus less likely to
match the target colour) being diminished. Sl is calculated in
a similar manner. Torso and leg regions are selected as in [2],
such that areas likely to correspond to the head and feet (and
thus likely to have a different colour) are discarded. Figure 3
displays an overview of the two primary regions of interest
for which the torso and leg similarity scores are calculated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

A. Search Query Formulation
As with [2], [3], colour selection is categorised into the 11
culture colours. Our approach also incorporates skin, resulting
in a total of 12 colours. A Gaussian mixture model is trained
for each colour in the LabCie colour space, using colour
snippets obtained from the same camera network as the main
database (see Section III). No normalisation or illumination
correction is made and each model relies solely on the range
of colour snippets available, and the expected illumination invariance achieved through using the LabCie colour space. Leg
clothing type is also further categorised from the annotation

Fig. 3. An image to be searched, and a particle location (red bounding box)
are shown in (a). Given this particle location, regions of interest for the torso
(b) and legs (c) are defined. Within each of these regions, the motion (d)
and colour (e) are considered and used to determine how well the candidate
bounding box matches the query (note that when considering the colour, a
soft decision approach is used rather than the hard decision indicated by (e)).

A limitation of [2] is that all traits are assumed to be
equally reliable. To overcome this, we seek to capture the
quality of each trait such that observations that have a lower
quality receive a diminished weight, helping the particle filter
converge on areas of greater quality and confidence.

To model the quality of the trait, we use a combination of
motion segmentation (the approach of [19]) and a pixel-wise
histogram that captures the colour distribution at each pixel
over time. The use of motion segmentation allows uncertainty
around the location to be captured (confidence is reduced when
there is little to no motion), while the colour history allows
the confidence of the query to be assessed (a query colour that
is the same as the dominant historic background colour has
greater uncertainty).
The motion segmentation quality component, QM pr , is
calculated in a two step process. Initially the proportion of
motion within the bounded region is obtained M pr. If this
proportion is above 0.5,
QM pr = 1 − log2 (M pr),

(5)

is used to calculate the final quality score for motion segmentation. However if M pr < 0.5, the quality of the motion
segmentation component is set to zero.
A pixel-wise histogram model that captures individual pixel
colour classification over a period of time is used to capture
uncertainty associated with the colour query. Additional captured video sequences (see Section III-A) are classified using
the trained GMM’s to capture the distribution of colours at
each individual location over time to create the histogram
model, VP H . The colour quality, QP H , is then calculated as
follows,
P
x,y∈r 1.0 − VP H (x, y, c)
,
(6)
QP H =
R
where r is the region of interest (i.e. the target torso or leg
region), c is the target colour and R is the size of the region, r.
Thus, QP H represents the proportion of the background that
has historically been a different colour to the target colour.
The two quality components are then simply combined by
calculating their geometric mean,
p
Q = QM pr ∗ QP H .
(7)
Quality measures are calculated for both the torso and leg
regions (Qt and Ql respectively), and are subsequently used
to scale the similarities (St and Sl for the torso and legs
respectively). The similarities are then combined using the
geometric mean.
C. Assessing Clothing Type
A limitation of the approach in Section IV-B is that for
torso and leg regions, when the subject is wearing clothing
that does not cover the entire region (i.e. shorts rather than
long trousers), a significant portion of the region will be skin
colour which will falsely diminish the weight. To help alleviate
this problem, we propose an approach to modify the bounds of
the target leg region to remove areas that do not represent the
article of clothing. Although the annotation conducted allows
for a wide variety of clothing types to be incorporated, for
simplicity we utilise the following subset [Unknown, Long,
Not Long], where ‘Not Long’ is considered to be everything
that does not fall explicitly into the other two categories.

The motivation behind this method is to rebound the leg
region by decreasing the total area, and in turn increasing
the desired target colour presence in the target region. We
utilise the asymmetry driven chromatic and spatial operators
described in [11] (which were proposed to segment a body into
head, torso and legs and find the dominant plane of symmetry
in the head and leg regions), and apply these to a skin
mask, Sk, rather than a motion mask. The chromatic operator
measures the difference in two adjoining colour patches, while
the spatial operator measures the difference in two adjoining
mask regions. The skin mask is computed as follows,
Skx,y = Px,y,c × M ox,y ,

(8)

where Px,y,c is the probability of a given colour, c, in this
case skin colour; and M ox,y is a scaling factor based on
the motion at pixel x, y, such that M ox,y = 1 if motion is
present, otherwise M ox,y = 0.5. As with the region similarity
computation in Equation 4, motion pixels are emphasised as
they are less likely to represent background regions.
The chromatic, C(i, δ), and spatial, S(i, δ) operators
from [11] are then applied as follows to rebound the region
of interest,
Ai = argmin((1 − C(i, δ)) + S(i, δ))

(9)

where Ai corresponds to the image index associated with
the minimum score achieved through the summation of the
spatial and chromatic operators resulting in a newly bounded
leg region, and is intended to represent the lower boundary
between the item of clothing (i.e. shorts) and skin.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluate the proposed approach and compare it to the
baseline system of [2], using the new database proposed in
Section III. The proposed system is evaluated in two stages:
Proposed 1 denotes the proposed system without compensating for leg clothing outlined in Section IV-C; and Proposed
2 denotes the system outlined in Section IV. As both the
proposed system and the baseline are non-deterministic due
to the use of a particle filter, 10 evaluations are run across
the complete database and results are averaged per subject.
Average localisation is reported as outlined in Section III-B.
The baseline system achieves an average localisation accuracy of 24.28%, while Proposed 1 achieves an improved
localisation accuracy of 29.38%, and Proposed 2 achieves a
slightly lower accuracy (though still above the baseline) of
27.05%.
However as Figure 4 shows, despite a lower overall accuracy
than Proposed 1, the complete system of Proposed 2 does
obtain the fewest subjects for which very poor localisation is
achieved. Furthermore, it is clear that incorporating quality
into the system results in significant performance gains. The
improved performance on challenging subjects is most noticeable on subjects wearing short shorts, where the modifications
to the region of interest are pronounced. However for subjects
wearing longer shorts, the changes to the region of interest are
often inconsistent, possibly due to the smaller amount of skin

visible, which leads to a reduction in performance. However,
further investigation is still required.

Fig. 4. The number of subjects with localisation accuracy greater or below
a given threshold. The thresholds shown are (from left to right): greater than
50% localisation accuracy (i.e. very good localisation), less than 10%, less
than 5% and less than 1% (i.e. failure to localise)

Despite the improvement over the baseline, overall performance is still limited. Limitations are due to a variety
of factors, including errors in motion segmentation, skin
classification, and incorrect detection of the correct leg region
using the method proposed in IV-C.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a new, publicly available,
unconstrained 110 subject database for the purpose of person
location from a semantic description. The database includes
full subject annotation for both the semantic query consisting
of gender, height and build, skin and hair colour, as well
as clothing colour, type and texture. The annotation makes
use of traits easily recognised and described by the general
population. Overall, in excess of 11, 000 target locations are
annotated, with between 21 and 290 locations annotated for
each subject. In addition, data for training background models
for each of the 6 cameras used, as well as data to train colour
models using the culture colour categories is also provided.
Finally, we propose and evaluate a novel approach for
person localisation from a semantic description that extends
the baseline system of [2]. We incorporate a measure of quality
to indicate observation confidence, and use symmetry driven
operators to better localise the target region in the presence
of large regions of skin. Through the incorporation of quality
measures we achieve a relative localised accuracy improvement of 21% over the baseline system. Baseline system improvement is also achieved through the incorporation of these
quality measures and asymmetry driven operators to rebound
the leg region, however the primary benefit is witnessed in the
reduced number of poorly localised sequences.
Future work will aim to develop and incorporate more
robust methods of clothing detection for both the upper and
lower body, and investigate improved methods for incorporating quality such as through the Dempster-Shafer theory of
evidence. Other traits will also be investigated such as clothing
texture and patterns, as well as gender and age.
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